Books Based on Classic Stories
(Ages 13-18)
Confessions of a
Triple Shot Betty
By Jody Gehrman
Based on Much Ado About
Nothing, Geena has to deal

Something Rotten
By Alan Gratz

with a friend and cousin who
don’t get along, a guy she can’t
stand, and more drama than
she can handle.

Something’s rotten in Denmark,
Tennessee. Horatio Wilkes
arrives in town to try and help
his friend Hamilton solve the
mystery of his father’s death,
whom nobody believes was
murdered.

Enthusiasm
By Polly Shullman

The Lightening Thief
By Rick Riordan

In an effort to emulate the lives
of Jane Austen characters,
enthusiast Ashleigh talks her
friend Julie into joining a
inspired play.

Percy Jackson discovers he’s a
half-blood hero and sets out
along with a satyr and the halfblood daughter of Athena to
rectify a feud between Zeus,
Hades, and Poseidon.

Avalon High
By Meg Cabot

Noughts and Crosses
By Malorie Blackman

Ellie thinks Avalon High is
pretty typical – until it turns
out some of her peers might
really be incarnations of King
Arthur’s court. But is Ellie
really destined to play a tragic
role, or can she change her
fate?

Callum is a nought - a secondclass citizen; Sephy is a Cross. In
their world, Noughts and
Crosses don’t mix. Can Callum
and Sephy find a way to be
together or will their tale end
like that of Romeo and Juliet?

Troy High
By Shana Norris

The Dashwood Sisters’
Secrets of Love
By Rosie Rushton

Midsummer Night’s Dream

Outsider Cassie watches as a
football rivalry turns ugly
when the beautiful Elena falls
for Cassie’s brother and ignites
an all out war on the football
field. Based on the Iliad.

Son of the Mob
By Gordon Korman
Who said Romeo and Juliet had
to be a tragedy? A more comic
spin on the classic involves the
son of a crime boss falling head
over heels for the daughter of
the FBI agent trying to put his
father away.

When their father dies and their
house is taken away, the Walker
sisters must uproot and move to
the seaside town of Norfolk in
an old cottage, like in Sense &

Sensibility.
Prada and Prejudice
By Mandy Hubbard
After tripping in heels, Callie
winds up in the year 1815.
Taken in by Emily, Callie tries to
save Emily from a dire
engagement and win over her
arrogant but hot duke cousin
before her time in the past is up.

